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For~m looks at -education, G.E.'s environmental record
by Tina MacDonald
Contributing Writer

Dr. Cllfford Smith.
president ofthe General
Electric Foundation.
spoke at a Contemporary F9rum on Nov. 4.
The forum was sponsored by the SChools of
Engineering and Science and Mathematics.
Smith has held a
number of fInpressive
titles. including director. of nuclear" science
and engineering at Oregon State University
and chancellor at the
University of Wisconsin.
He was also
awarded the Gold
Medal Of Excellence by
the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Smith's lecture
focused on education
in America: what's
wrong with it and what
needs to be done about
it.
He began by presenting the idea that
the U.S.. as a nation, is
"involved fu a global
economy" and "the
worl<;l is our market."
He said that this is the
"essence offree trade:
and what it eventually
comes down to is sheer
competition. "It's their
work force against our
workforce."
Citing a Ross Perot
comment. Smith said
that Americans must
manufacture the best
stuff in the world:
people in other countries won't buy it unless
it is.
Smith said
Amer1cansneedtowork
"harder and smarter."
ExPlaining that competition is "keen" today.
Smith used General
Motors as an example
of how a strong. estab- lished company can
lose everything to a few
miscalculations about
this worldwideflnancial
market.
Smith had several
dismal statistics to
present. Tested in
physics; 13 year old
students from the U.S.
ranked last among 13
countries.JUso.thetop
13 percent ofthe U.S.·s
17 year olds, when
tested in algebra,

scored lower than the
top 50 percent of their
peers in Hungary.
~mith expressed
concernatthe graduate
school level as well. In
1990, five thousand
PhDs were awarded in
engineering. Fifty two
percent of those went
to foreign nationals.
Eight percent were
awarded to women, less
than one percent to
HispaniCs and not even
three quarters of one
percent to blacks.
Smith explained
that G.E. cares about
these statisticsbecause
they compete worldWide in "13 diverse
businesses. "
The
company hires two
thousandyoung people
each year. 75 percent
of whom are in the
technical fields.
1bey Deed "
cated. adaptable people
ready to succeed" to fill
these positions. They
need good tntnds. and
if G.E. can't find those
minds here. they will
be looking in other
countries for them.
Smith said G.E. already
culls resources from
China. India. France
and Japan.
Citing the statistic that by the year
2000, only 57 percent
of the workforce wiD be
comprised of white
males. Smith said that
the country needs to
use the skills of all
citizens. regardless of
sex and color. He said
that the U.S. needs to
be serious about fInproving its math and
science education. and
creating global awareness in student's

There are far too n'lany
drop-outs. and the ones
who graduate do so
without a solid base in
math. science. and
english. He mentioned
the commonly known
fact that some people
actually graduating
from high school are
functional illiterates.
In .figuring what
might be done to help
U.S. schools. Smith
dipped into memory
and used his own
schooling as an ex_
ample.
He grew up and
was educated inWashington. D.C.• when it
was completely segre-,
gated. Seventy-five
percent of his graduattng class went on to
college. He mentioned
various Ivy League
schools. MIT and West

Smith believes. in the
successful education of
those days. were the
hJgh expectations. the
demands for excellence
from both students and
teachers. the support
of parents, and the
affordability of hJgher
education.
Young people then
were regularly told that
anyone could achieve
whatever one wants,
regardless background
or color. With hard
work, the doors would
open. They were told
that they could compete with anyone. and
nothing less than their
very best would sumce.
There was a full
curriculum in math
and science. the dress
code and discipline
were rtgid. and parental support was con-

strongly by parents.
Teachers were viewed
as "next to God" in
importance and respect.
Another major
d1fI'erencebetweenthen
and nowwas that many
state universities were
tuition-free, or had very
low tuition. and were
open to studentswith a
Caverageorabove. The
encouragement held
true: nothing barred a
determined student
from success.
Smith feels that
the country must, as a
nation, work to instill
self-est.eem in children,
demand the best from
them. adhere to a solid
academic curriculum
and lend strong support. Specifying that
this view is a personal
one and not represen-

students were toge er
from "mixed economic
backgrounds."
The key things.

was very
CU
0
complain about one's
teachers then. because
they also were backed

the government should
guarantee the availability ofhigher educa-

tion to students with
good academic performances. He referred to
Bill Clinton's proposal
of student loans in retum for government
.service. In removing
the financial obstacle,
only a student's effort
and
perseverance
would keep him from
getting an education
and a good job.
Smith closed his
remarks by reminding
the audience of what
needs to be done as well .
as what G.E. and other
international companies are looking for.
They need women
and minorities. They
need
technically
. trained personnel.
Young people should be
prepareq to be assJgned
outside of this country.
That preparation inuca,0

"""=U'U HIt: i:USO

•

skills and instruction
See smith. p.2

How RWU Voted
The following tnfonnation was taken
from a mock election held at RWU shortly
before the election.

Candidates Votes Percenta~e
235
590/0
Clinton
Bush.

88

Perot

73

22%
18%

Also receiving votes in the election were humorist P.J. O'Rourke (one
vote), musician/activist Frank zappa
(one vote) and Student Senator Remy
Ash (one Vote). (Ash, who provided
the information to ~ MesseniCr
swears he did not vote for himself.)

minds.

He mentioned that
RWU. which holds
stock in G.E., is an institution which is finding itself at the right
place at the I1ght tfme
to help with these goals.
The problems in
these schools. he said.
were many. Too many
children enter school
without adequate. or
any, preparation by
thetrparents. Manyare
in poor health, malnourished or posses
behavioral problems.

The following is a breakdown of how
many in each class voted.

105
79
80
120

Freshrnnen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

Also. 15 faculty and staff
members voted. giving a total of399
people who voted in the election.
Democrat Bill Clinton won
the national election on November
3. He wtll be inaugurated in
January.
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Smith gives his outline for education reform in forum
Catttnuedjrom p. 1
in ethics.
The students of
the U.S.. the "future:
must be located. educated. and mentored.
The primary and secondary schools need to
be rescued. rev1tal1zed.
He said. oil think we
need to reaffirm the
importance of self-respect and high aspirations."
Smith stated that
the U.S. has the resources to compete in
the world market. and
win.
But oIily if the
country begins to act.
and not just talk. The
countrymust recognize
"the prtmacy of education for (its] future" -all
youth. regardless of
race of sex.
The first question
put to Dr. Smith was
presented by Stephen
Klosen. an RWU senior
and the president ofthe
Environmental Action
Club. Klosen'squestion
was centered around
information gleaned
from viewing Deadly
Deception. an awardwinning film put out by
the grass-roots group

by Christine
Medeiros

"refuses to acknowledge this or take reSponsibility." Klosen
mentioned the lrifactsponsored boycott of
G.E. products. The
boycott is in its sixth
year and will continue
until G.E. stops working on and promoting
nuclear weapons. "re. directs its resources to
peaceful production.
and accepts responsibility."
Smith responded
by saytng that he would
be "delighted to comment on this." Smith
mentioned his time
With the E.P.A. cleaning up pOllution before
it was the popularthing
to do. He then said that
Infact chose to attack
G.E. from an array of
nuclear
weapons
manufacturers. because they also had a
consumer market. unlike General Dynamics.
for example.
Smith stated that
G.E. is "interested in
the national security of
this country'" and so
would continue to
manufacture nuclear
ing."
weapons for as long as
Klosen made the the "president and
accusation that G.E. elected leaders of this

Infact. Klosen agreed
that education is very
important. but said that
environmental concern
is also needed for the
U.S. to be able to compete in the global
economy.
Klosen invited
Smith to comment on
the· information presented in the video.
which includes ciUng
G.E. as one of the biggest lobbyists in
Washington for the
promotion of nuclear
weapons. and also
notes the company's
place as first on the
E.P.A.'s
list
of
Superfund ToxicWaste
Sites.
Two of these sites
are at the Hanford
Nuclear Weapons Reservation inWashington
and at the Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory in upstate New
York. Infactal1eges that
at these sites G.E.
"lmowtngly exposed its
employees. the neighbOring towns. and the
environment to extreme
amounfs of radiation
and asbestos poison-

country" deemed it
necessary. Smith said
of the boycott. "Has it
hurt us? No." He went
onto say the entire Navy
submarine program
that defends this
country has G.E. behind it. a fact the company is proud to recall.
In reference to the
mismanagement of
toxic waste. Smith explained that the
Hanford site was built
hastily dUring the war
to provide a qUick fix
for a weapons demand.
He admitted that
there were radioactive
spills at that site. but
went on to say that
there were spills in the
Savannah River by
DuPont. and that Union
Carbide has also had
spills.
Mentioning that
G.E. hasvi~ed Infact's
film. Smith said that it
takes a few facts and
exaggerates them. to
convince eVeryone that
G.E. are "the bad guys."
He said the film won an
award not for its accuracy. butfor its artistry.
Again referring to
the U.S. defense industry. Smith said that
there were G.E. engines

·

and turbines in the
planes and ships in the
Gulf War. and "We're a
very proud company
and we'll continue to
serve our country as
long as they need us."
After saytng "I'm
very proud to be a G.E.
employee."
Smith
closed bis response to
Klosen's question by
co~eding that the environmental question
comes up "ahnost everywhere you go."
Another member
of the audience returned the focus to
education when he
asked Smith if he felt
that the country was
ready to make the sacrifices necessary to
correct its problems.
Smith responded
that the country is capable of reaching great
heights if it has good
leadership. He said the
president needs to address the issues. and
the concern will "filter
down" to the general
population. However.
he said he feels that the
countryWill have to find
itself in an emergency
situation before it Will
act.

Another question
addressed the financial
obstacles to change. An
audience
member
noted that people like.
to hold onto their
money. and resist paying higher taxes. even
for a positive reason.
Smith again referred to Perot and
Clinton. agreeing With
their ideas that the
countIY.is just going to
have to make some
sacrtf1ces. He said the
country must do that.
and make use of its
"incredible amount of
hUfi1:aIl resources. human caPital."which are
"being wasted here." to
stay ahead of the Germans and the Japa-

nese.
When the questioner stated that it
seemed neither ofthem
felt the country had
"bottomed out" enough
for action yet. Smith
responded that he
didn't know aboutthat.
He said he was opti- .
mist1c when President
George Bush was
elected. and then let
down. but now With.
President-Elect Clinton. he is opUmistic

again.
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Every Thursday
College Night 2 for 1

:

Get two drinks for the price of one

:

No cover with-college 1.0.

:

•
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•
D.J. Spinning The Hottest Hits
•
••
••
The
best
light
show
••
••
and"so_und syste~ around
••
•
•
••
•••
••
Directions:
••
••
•
Take the Mount Hope Bridge to 24 North.
••
••
Take 138 North to first set of ligpts.
••
•
After lights, take right to the end of the road.
•
••
•
to
Changes
Night
Club
and
Bar'
Take
left
••
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
•
•
••
: Shove Street, Tiverton, RI (401) 624-3966 ••
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A letter from the editor
To the readers:

The Messenger
Managln~ Editor

Copy Editor

Chris Zammarelli

Sean Lewis

Sports Edhor

Entertainment Edhor

Wayne Shulman

Peter Milan

Photo Edhor

Advertising Manager

Sarah Endriss

Chuck Shaw

Business Manager
Lisa Vemi
Staff Wrhers
Isaac Alpert, Lynne Auger, Joe Baruffaldi,
Chris Cousineau, Joshua Clement, SCott Darby,
Brain Fortin, Jason Krulewitz, Michelle Maher,
Christine Medeiros, Terri Welch, Tom Wetzel

Photographers
Mark Kasok, Cindy Pease

cartoonists
Peter Milan, Matthew W. Rossi III, Andrew ThoJT1)son

Layout Staff
Sean Lewis, Peter Milan,
Wayne Shulman, Heather Thorton,
Chris Zammarelli

Ad Design
Halley Richard, Chuck Shaw,
Pam WackeII, Chris Zammarelli

Oh, if you only knew how glad I was when that danm election ended. I'm so
sick of politics that I'm glad I get four years offbefore having to face the prospect
of Dan Quayle running for president.
Now, Bill "Bubba" CliIiton is the first Democrat in the nation's highest office
(no pun intended) since Ronald Reagan had his "revolution" in 1980. Is he going
to bring about the miraculous change that this country needs. so badly?
I don't know. I don't think he could be as bad as Bush (I can see the College
Republicans ~ringe). Then again, this is government we're talking about. so
maybe Bill can find a new and special way to screw things up. We'll see. In his
honor, I think we should all light up a joint, but not inhale.
Next, I'd like to thank everyone who has written in to llls: Messen~er. Injust
two issues, we have received some well-written and fiercely opinionated letters. I
like controversy, so you can tell how elated I've been this past week-end.
Right now. I'd like to silence a rumor that has been spreadingaround campus.
A lot of people have been coming up to me and saying, "Is it true that you're
resigning as edito!'?"
Rumors go around campus regularly. In my case, however, it's not a rumor.
After the Nove~ber 23 issue of The Messen2Cr, I will be stepping down as managing editor. Copy Editor Sean Lewis will be taking over the helm for the December
8 issue.
I am not ending my work for the newspaper. I will still do layout and ad design
for the paper, because it's fun. I will still do articles. Probablyjust theater reviews,
since we've been largely ignoring the PerformlngArts Center for the past year. And
I'll still do Lunchtime, just to aggravate all those people who just don't understand
what the hell I'm talking about half the time.
The reason why I'm stepping down is long and complex, so I'll spare you the
gory details. It has nothing to do with Mario Gabelli becoming a trustee. Let's just
say it has distracted me from my school work, as w~ll as my secret life as a crimefighting superhero.
Since I'm dealing with my "retirement" in this issue rather than the next, I'll"
spare you a prolonged good-bye two issues in a row and thank some people now.
First, I'd like to thank the staff for doing a good job. I wish there were more
people on the staff, but such is life. I move on.
I'd especially like to thank the photography staff (Sarah, Cindy and Mark) for
their eternal patience. The photo delays are almost over, I promisel
I'd also like to thank Chuck and Lisa for the great job in the business end of
things. Lord knows I can't do it. I can't even add that well.
Extra-special thanks go to wayne: for dofhg his damnedest on the Sports
section, to Pete, for a great Entertainment sectlop and that other bizarre column,
and to Sean. I know he's ready. willing and able to do this thang. I know that
somewhere out there, a right-winger is very upset. Good luck, man. I'll be right
behind you.
Other people I'd like to thank (because I'm practicing writing liner notes for
when my new album comes out):
"
Debbie Robinson (who never forgave me for not being an English major when
I had the chance, to be on the English honor soCiety), Phil & Ted's Excellent
CommunicationsAdventure, Peter Holden and his posse at the Network. Cliff(Cliff
iS I God), George and Will (for playing me Cyprus Hill on Back 2 Bass X every
Sunday noon until six p.m.). all the kind and benevolent Senators, especiallyTom,
Pete, Michelle, Greg (Don't call me Scoop or I'll call you Senator Kennedy) and
Dana, the Senators I didn't like (no names until my scandalous autobiography
comes out), Bill O'Connell and his secretary (who I still haven't been introduced
to) for use of the photocopier, Pete 'The Cannibal" again, the house on route 114
by the church (welcome to the dungeon), Shelley (have some fiber), Melinda (when
you comin' back to visit?), Elaina (oh my god, there's a king cobra right behind you
and he's eating WAFFLES! It's very nice.) and Renee ("Believe").
Oh, and before I forget, give all your loose change to Stephanie King. (I'm
president ofher fan club and I haven't paid my dues in a while.' Also. give me some,
too, if you could. lowe Wayne and Scott Darby a lot of money.
Thanx for actually reading this long and ponderous farewell.

~
Chris zammarelli
Soon to be ex-managing editor

.:;:~~q Messenger Letters Policy

Proofreading
Amy Furash, Elizabeth Purcell, Heather Thorton

Work Studies
Matt Bourgin, Jesse Buel
Facuhy Advisors
Ted Delaney, Dr. Phillip Szenher

The Messenger office is located in the Student Offices
area of the Student Union. For more information on The
Messenger, call x3257.
-

Allietten should be dropped offat the Meweacer ofIlce by Monday.
Any letters submitted after this date may not be pdDted unUt the
following "ue.
It Is suggested that letten be typed. All letters must be .agned.
Anonymous letters will not be pdDt"ed III ~ lIeHenger.
It Is requested that letters mould IIlcluded the writer's phone
number, should questions about the letter arUe. The phone number will
not be prlDted III The Messenger.
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Reaction to quote in last issue's Senate Report
To the editor and Chrlatlae lIedetn.,
We are wrttlng in concern of the Senate
Report in the last issue of lbt MeSSCnaer.
Senator Blayney Norton was quoted out of
context in the article. If she was quoted correctly.
there would be an explanation of what she was
responding to. and she Should have been fully
quoted. .What was written in the article from
Blayneyis quote was put together in a manner to
make her look bad.
Christine's reporting tactics were poor in
this article and Blayney does not appreciate the
cheap shot. She was responding to a number of
different coounents brought up in a heated
debate. and what was printed and what she
really said are two totally different issues.
Uis not fair to use only porUons ofsenators'
comments that are taken from heated debates. U·
does no Justice to the indMdual and,lt wt1l work
as a deterrent for senators speaking their minds
in meetings.
U would be appreciated if these comments
were noted and a retraction was written by
Christine in the next issue.
Sincerely.
T. Blayney Norton
Robert Douglas .Elgen
Dana Melchar
Erin Dem1I:Jlan
Justin R Reyher
.RemyP.Ash
Michael Del Sesto
Jennifer E. Samolyk

To the readers:
While we beUeve Senator Norton did not
mean the quote the way she said It. the fact of the
matter is the quote was said durtng an oPen
meeting of the Senate. durtng which anything
said can be quoted and held up to scrutiny by not
only lbt Messenaer. but the student body as
well.
The quote. as it appeared in the last issue.
read. "My personal optnton is. who gives a
'whatever' what the other students think. ..that's
none oftheir business and It's ourmoney. We are
responsible People." Even though we did cut a
small part out of the middle of the quote. the
quote was taken exactly as It was spoken. off of a
tape player used to record Senate meetings. The
Senators are well aware these meetings are taped.
The quote was cut because of space restraints in thatparticular report. If this part was
essential to the quote. by all means. we would
have left It in.
As
as being taken out of context. the
article clearly spectfies what the quote was in
response to: discussion on how Senate-student
~lations.would be affected by the fact Uiat there
was no regulation of Senator privileges in the
Bayroom.
By letting the quote speak for Itself. we
el1m1nted the opportunity to twist what Senator
Norton said. 'U's ham to believe that this quote
can be taken in any other context.
, The suggestion that there was soiI)e sort of
personal vendetta against Senator Norton or any
other member of the Senate is ludicrous and a
"cheap shot" in Itself. We would not' concern

far

ourselves with such trite andjunventle behavior.
In the Nov. 2 Senate meeting. Senate President Robert EJgen said. "I feel rather strongly that
debates are open. and ifyou're gotng to be quoted.
you shouldn't feel at any point that you should be
stymied from what you want to say for any
particular reason or have to feel that you have to
think before you talk."
We believe that beCause these meetings are
open. Senators should. have to think when they
talk. As representatives elected by the student
body. they should at least appear that they are
putting students needs before their own.
We could carry this debate on for pages: we
choose not to. In the end. It is all moot. We.lbt
MeSSCnaer and the Senate. should be more worried ab<;>ut representing the students. not who
said what and what context It belongs in.
Sincerely.
Christine Medeiros
Chris zatnmarell1

Student responds to comment
To the editor:
As a student who
is paying $200-plus a
yearforwhat the schopl
terms "acttvtty fees." I
care about what happens to this money.
This is why I was distressed when Student
.SenatorBlayneyNorton
was quoted as "...not
gtvtnga 'whatever'what
the other students
think... that's
our
money." On the contrary. this is not your

money. but my money.
as well as that of all
students at this university. This iswhyyou
should care about what
we think.
It Is my understanding that the
money from the activIty fee is used to fund
the clubs and organtzations of the school.
and this money is ap-·
proprtated by the Senate. In order for a club
to spend so~e of its
allocated money. we

must hunt down our
Senate overseer in order
to get approval On
these same lines. what
are the Senate office
hours and who are the
Senate overseers. as
this information Is not
yet avallable.
My
question is this: Who
overseesthe Senate and
Its spending? The answer: certainly not the
students.
As for
Miss
Norton. y~u should care
about what people

Wake up to the fraternity
To the editor.
I am writing in
response to the t -shirts
being sold by a Retail
Managementclass. The
t-shirts state the top
ten reasons why Roger
W1lliams became a
-university. I assure you
that they are all very
cute. except for one derogatorystatementthat
attacks my o~antza·
.t1on: "So now we can
get a real fraternity." I
have been a brother of
Tau EpsilonPhifor four
years andourreatty has
been tested time and
time again.
We started by approaching a national.
becoming a colony.
applytng for a charter
and fulfl1l1ng the goals
ofa chapter. Being that

thtnkabout issues such
as this. for we are the
oDf:Swhovotedy6umto
your position and we
are the ones who can
vote you out. Think
about this durtng your
next lunch In the
Bayroom.
Sincerely.
Paula Bianchi

9l th.e 90s, not Animal

Tau Epsilon Phi is a Bryant College. Clark
respected fraternity•. University. Northeastthis process took ap- . em ·Unlverstty and
proximately five years. Massachusetts Insttand we. accomplished . tute of Technology. to
this without any unt- name thoSe in the area.
versl'y.. ac.ademlc or We also have contacts
adm1n1stiattve help.
With chapters across·
lri··the past. we the nation.
have bought toys for
Last semester. Phi
foster cpildren. C<?r two Tau (our chapter) won
years we have cleaned the Plume Award.
up the Rhode Island which is the national
Veterans Home~ par·- award foqnost partlctttclpated In variOus'. pation'in our national
Beach Clean Ups. newspaper. The extent
played sports with ofourbrotherhood goes
handicapped children beyond our new purple
through Special Olym- jackets.
pies. and the list goes
After the Ust of all
our accomplishments.
on.
As far as national what I want to know is
tnvolvement. we are in what this class consldconstant contact with ers to be a "real fraterTEP chapters at Uni- ntty." Wake up. people:
vers1tyofRhodeIsland. this Is not Animal
University of Hartford. House or Lambda

Lambda
Lambda.
Vomiting.
falling
classes. throwing wild
parties and trytng to
seduce presidents'
wives makes for a great
movie. but is somehow
Insufficient as a
lifestyle. Those type of
thingS went out with
John BelushL Notice
he Is dead. Tau Epsilon Phi is stUl here.
Join the~. TEP
brothers. as well as beIng diverSified ourselves. are also diversified in the uniVersity
community.
TEP
brothers have been involved from members
of various clubs to intramural and vaslty
atheletes. leadership
postttons from RAs to
manager of the radio
statton. Right now.

three brothers are
Senators. two are
RA.s. two run their
own radio program on
QR!. one /is an RWU
Ambassador and one
is a member of the MInority Affairs Committee.
So just because
you don't see us having a food fight in the
cafeteria or peeking
mto girls' dorm rooms
does not mean we are
not a real fraternity. U
stmplymeansyou have
been blinded by the
Animal House Syndrome. Fraternities in
the 90s have no concern for such juvenile
and Ina4equate behavior.
I am apart ofa
respectable organization that cares about

House

Its community and Is
prepared to perform
noble action for what It
believesin. Friends and
family both inside and
outside of TEP know
what is real. and what
is not. Anyone who beUeves that Tau Epsilon
Phtfratemtty is "unreal"
is tnvlted to learn more
about us and fraternities in the 90s. Approach any brother and
I assure you he will be
glad to answer your
questions.
Sincerely.
Peter A Mesich
Chancellor and
Founding Father
Phi Tau Chapter
RWU
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Clinton supporter responds to
accusations of bias at political rally
To the editor:
I am writing in
response to the two
editorials that criticized
Rob EJgenforwhat they
called ,"favoritism"
dUring the Political
Rally on Octobe( 16th.
I disagree very strongly
with what they have
said.
.
First of all, let me
set the record straight.
Michele La Chance
stated in her editorial
that, "the rally... was
originally set up by the
supporters ofGovernor
Bill Clinton. The Bush
supporters and other
recognized parties became involvedwhenthe
organizers agreed that
it would only be fair to
let all parties be represented," is in itself a
completely untrue
statement. This rally
was organized by the
Student Senate, and
the Political Studies
Association.
Each party and
support group was notified about the rally at

the same time. Each
group had the same
chance to prepare for
the rally. It was just
that the Clinton supporters were much
better organized.
This event was set
up as an "open mike"
event, meaning anyone
could come up and
speak. It was not a
deqate! Furthermore,
Rob was not a moderator.. He was an emcee, so to speak. His
job was to introduce
anyone who wanted to
speak.
Ifeel thatthe Bush
supporters lack of organization is the root of
their problem. They
were totally disorganized. This rally was
scheduled to start at
11:00 AM. The Bush
supporters didn't show
up till 10:45 A.M. I
myself was one of the
organizers of' the
Clinton side. We arrived to set up for the
rally at 10:00 AM. In
addition to that, we had
a detailed list of

speakers who were go- 'people involved in this
ing to speak to support rally did ~ well.
Governor Clinton. We
Aftel1 the rally one
even arranged it so that of my friends came up
David Carlin, a Demo- to me and said that the
cratic Congressional rally seemed "a little pro
candidate, would come Clinton." I agree with
and speak. We were this statement, but not
org~d.
for only one reason. We
The Bush sup- (the Cltrlton organizportersweren'treactyto ers), busted our asses
send up a speakeruntil for this rally!
after 11 :45 AM. Rob
Even with ttJ,is
made every effort to get disagreement, I feel we
the Bush people to send should look at the bJgup a speaker.
ger issue involved. The
At Rob's request, I rally was a great sucwent over to the Bush cess in getting people's
people two or three attention, and .hopetimes throughout the fullymakingthemmore
rally to get them to send aware ofthe importance
speakers up. Every ofgetting involved. We
time, they were not are very for(unate in
prepared.
this country. We have
In fact, it 'wasn't' the right to change
until no one else from things we do not
either side wanted to We are our own future.
speak that Rob stated
his opinion. He didn't
~ince~ly,
discrimihate against or
not allow people to
RemyAsh
speak because they
supported Bush. All he
did was state his own
opinions, something
that the rest .of the

mre.

Interest Pyramid:'
Thinking about the answers to these questions can help yOl) choose'a career
Is there. anything
you believe in so
strongly that you
would work at it·
full time for no salary?
What organization
would you volunteer
to help?
Give money to?
What are your favorite
classes you have taken
in the past two years?

If you were to
create a TV special,
what wQuld it focus on?

What interests do
your clothes reflect?

If someon~ gave you
an extra week
vacation, how would
you spend it?

What magazine and
book subjects do you
pick up regularly
at the newsstand?

What five records from
the past two years
would you choose?
What interests
do they reflect?

What do you feel so
strongly about that
you would devote time
and effort to
make it an issue?
List hobbies, activities
you pursue more
than two hours
every two weeks
. With three hours
. of spareti me, what
would you do?

What general fields
of-study have you
wanted to learn ~bout?

Which movies
do you like best? Why? -

What do you
dream about? Does
this suggest interests?

......
•

What part of the
newspaper do
you read? Why?
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Lunchtime:

And in the end, they even placed the fish
by ChriS Zammarelli
Late of Massachusetts

. I'd like to begin
today's column by
apologizing to John
Pozzi. He'~ a teacher I
picked at random out
of the 1992-1993 RWU
course catalog to be in
mylast column. Iheard
from a couple offriends
of mine that he was
confused. and not too
pleased. about my reference to him as 'The
Man Behind The Mt.
Hope Bridge."
John. my apologies. It was a freak
accident that I picked
your name. On the
other hand. those who
know Joel Silverberg
know he is the fonner
lead singer for Deep
Purple.
Anyway. as you
know. Lunchtime has
never been an arena for
seriouspolitical debate.
(Although.
some
thought I was serious
when I said Pat
Buchanan used to play
Bozo the Clown on 1V.)
However. now that
the election is over.
there is already talk
about Election 1996.
SpeCifically. some
members of the media
have speculated that
Dan Quayle w1l1 be
running for president.
As if that's not scary
enough. the media
speculated that his
running mate will be
Massachusetts Governor WUliam Weld.
Why is he scary?
Soon after taking office
in 1990. Weld expressed interest in
clos1ngWorcesterState
College. When asked
where the people from
Worcester State would
go to school. he said.
"Holy Cross College isn't
too far away."
Worcester State
College has a tuition of.
oh. I don't know. $6.50
(plus applicable Massachusetts state taxesJ.
while Holy Cross is so
e~pensive. Michael
Jackson would need a
bank loan to get his kid
enrolled there. Obis is
assuming. of course.
that Michael Jackson
has the capability of
spawning.) If people at
Worcester State could
afford to go to Holy
Croes. don't you think
they would?
My other gripe
agamst Weld Is a bit
more complex. During
his retgn as king ~ the
Bay Colony. some very
sb1ct health care policies have been paaeed

concemtnghealth care. fonner president of a
At the time I thought college. (Nojokesabout
that this was a good our administration
here: I'm betngseriOus.)
idea.
However. since Prolonged alcoholism
September 1992. 10 rotted his brntn to the
Massachusettsnursing point where he was rehomes have c1psed. duced to asking conessent1ally for not fully stantly if he could tum
complying by these on his television (which
rules. (Each home is was on) and if he could
different, and had dif- put on a sweater (which
ferent problems. but I he was wearing).
In order to run a
think it is safe to assume that the state- nursing home like this.
ment holds water. as you need to understand
well as some Kool-Aid.) the special needs that
As some of you are required for people
may know. I worked at in this condition. The
a nut:sing home in Massachusetts state
Massachusetts for health inspectors did
about six years. My not. In fact. they
parents also worked avoided spendtng time
there. Mygrandmother with the residents as
owned the place. Ba- much -as possible. besically. it was the fam- cause theY made the
ily business from the inspectors. "uncomTwilight Zone. But, I fortable."
As I said before.
enjoyed working there.
mainly because. of the 10nurstng homes have
been closed in the past
residents.
You need to un- three months orso. The
derstand that these nurstng home I worked
weren't your nonnal at was deficiency-free
everyday residents. For in 1991. This year. it's
the most part. theywere closed. Do situations
mentally 111.
I'm deteriornte that bad in
guessing about a third only one year? (Besides
of the 30 residents had in the government, of
some form of schizo- course.)
My mother and
phrenJa (not to mention
a few members of the father worked hard
plactngthe 28 residents
staff).
I risk sounding a who were l1vtng at the
bit insensitive. but nurstng home when it
talking to a schizo- was decided that it
phrenic is a lot of fun. wquld be clostng. In
as long as the person only one and a haH
you are talking to isn't months. all of the resiholding anything sharp . dents were placed in
new homes.
or .heavy or both.
One of the resiThere was this one
lady who told me her dents left behind his pet
husband hadcut offher fish. It was sitting in a
feet and replaced them dark tank in his room.
with someone else's. pretty much waiting to
She also had a habit of be feed. or to die.
regurgitating. and re- whichever came first.
Mymomfound that fish
eating. her supper.
She used to lie on . a new home. too.
On October 19.
her bed with her arms
cross1ngherchest. She the nursing home
saJd she was practicing closed its doors.
Before I returned
for her funeral. Needless to say. when she to RWU. 28 residents
was found the day she were liVing at the
died. she was lying on nursing home. When I
her bed. with her arms went to visit November
1. it was empty.
crossU1g her chest.
I walked around
Anotherlady used
to run around h1ttJng the place for an hour.
people and saying looking at where this
things like. "Oh my god. person used to live and
you son of a bitch of a where that Persoo used
dirtyoldBombard. Can to live. I looked at the
I get something to eat. stairway where thatguy
fell down a whole flight
I.. Jove yar"
Not that this is all of stairs on his head.
'hi1artty. When you re- I1ght in front of me. and
a1Jze that these are not only needed three
comedy machines but stitches.
I stood where the
humans. you real1ze
how cruel circum- resident threw a glass
bowl at me from across
stance can be.
One ofmy favorite the room. I ducked.
residents. who dJedthis and the bowl hit the
past summer. is a door without breaking.

Yet when she threw a
plastic glass at me. it
shattered.
I walked around
the empty nursing
home. and I cried. I
cried for two hours.
Weld and his cronies want money.
There's more money in
large 100 resident
homes than small 30
resident homes. How
do you get rid of these
small homes? Make
rules that they have
trouble follOwing. (I
sound a bit paranoid.
don't I? As long as I
don't start on that
whole JFK conspiracy.
it's okay.)
The kitchen inspector told the cook
that the vegetableswere
too cold. They were
supposed· to be 140
degrees. and they were'
only 130 degrees.
Heaven forbid we deprive these people of a
whole 10 degrees of
warmth in their asparagus.
I'm bitter. and I
guess that makes me a
bit biased. Still. I look
at that figure. Ten
nursing homes. Where

are all these people going?

In

the

movie

Logan's Run. people

were k1l1ed off at age
30. before they got old
and useless. (My 10year-old brother was
troubled by this. because my mom and dad
are 38 and 43. respectively.) The Weld adm1n1stration is doing a
subtle fonn of getting
.rid of the elderly by
robbing them of their
homes.
The tr~uma of
leaving their home has
sent some of the residents to the hospital.
One refuses to eat.
Another. the man who
left his pet fish behind.
aggravated a brain tumor. They've lost their
home. Bill. You've
taken their home.
On November 26.
1992. after watching
Macy's. Thanksgiving
Day Parade on television (because high
school football is overrntedanywa~.me.my

brother and sister. my
mom and dad. my
grandmother
and
grandfather are going

to eat our Thanksgiving dinner in the empty
building that was
Castle Park Nursing
Home.
We will be thankful that the hassle of
running a business is
over and we all can relax for really the very
first time. Then. my
grandparents will retire
to their vacation home
in New Hampshire.
We w11l100k back
at the work that my
parents did to get those
28 people new homes.
In the ·end. they even
placed the .fish.
When I go to sleep
on Christmas Eve this
year. I will wish it was
stlll open. But. I won't
wish too hard. The 25
years of owning that
nursing home took a
lot out ofmyfamUy. but
no year did more damage in 1992. when the
state ofMassachusetts
destroyed 25 years of
hard work in three
months.
And if Weld becomes vice president in
1996. I'm gotngto leave
before he robs and kills
me. too.

Catfw{ic
Campus Ministry
Father Al Ricci,
Chaplain

SUNDAY MASS, 8:30 p.m.
Willow Hall ~ec. Room
Spiritual Direction
~ewmanClub

Confession
-Confirr.nation Prep.
Lectors
Eucharistic Ministers
Counselling
Prayer
Speakers
Campus Ministry
Located: Maple Hall
Basement of units 4 & 5
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 - 5

,
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1M TortUre Garden:

The right choice lies il1 thorough research
by Joshua Clement
Columnist

Ha ha ha ho ho
ho, you confuse me. I
am confused. Confuse.
To mislead; mix up. To
fail to distinguish between. To make unclear. Blur. I am in a
constantly revolVing
state of confusion, unable to extricate myself
in time for the ball.
I am continually
amazed amazed and
confounded by the acts
of unadulterated stupidity. To use a familiar but tired cliche,
nothing ceases to
amaze me.
My
girlfriend
thinks thatIam entirely
too critical ofpeople and
things. Given the immense scope of her
ability to perceive, I am
inclined to agree with
her. I happen to be a
v:ery critical person.
Period.
With that said, I
can now move into the
election arena and
ramble on with a kind
of self-proclaimed
pseudo-impunity. Yes,

-

the election is over and
I hate to dredge up sordid memories of our
deposed commander in
chief, but how could
anyone, with any compassion for the human
species, seriously have
voted for Bush?
The flip side, of
course, is how could
anyone have seriously
voted for B111 Clinton
and Ross Perot either.
There will of course be
token changes implemented to quell recent
stln1ngs ofthe sleeping
here!. But beyond that.
you can count on poUtics as usual, especially
wUh the Democratic
party's swing to the

"GAIT and NAFTA are
about more than sending First World factories into the Third
World. They are about
importing Thrid World
social conditions into
the West."
Mead goes on to
say that in George
Bush'sm1nd,Amer1can
wages are too high,
American regulations
are too strict, America
18 too generous to disabled workers and
America is too green.
"GArris George Bush's
plan to fix this."
Now, I'm certainly
not basing my entire
analysis of george'
Bush~s tenure
as
president on one article.
I've read enough dope
on Herr Bush to get a
crystal clear account of
his position.
It's Just that I get
extremely irritated
when I listen to him
speak about family
values, the war on
(certain) drugs. his
foriegn poUcy atrocities,
etc., and then be subJected to his followers'
assertions, "Well,ifyou

right.

Back to President
Bush. Not! (I know it's
old.) The General
Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GAm and
the North American
Free Trade Agreement
(NAFfA) are two places
one can glimpse the
reality of George Bush.
Walter Russel Mead,
writing in the September Issue of Harper's
magazine, states that
_._

-

_._ n.__· .....

_~_

...

Just look at the facts
you'd see that Bush 18
the man."
Where eto these
people get their facts
from? What are they
reading? Do they actually take the time to
do research? No way!
They couldn't possibly
unless theyagreed with
the way Bush chooses
to do business. Are
these people aware that
Bush is only the head
of state to be condemned by the world
court for the "unlawful
use of force?"
I do not mean to
continually harp on
Bush as the sole instigatorofterror. To quote
Noam Chomsky, "I
think, legally speaking,
there's a veIY solid case
for impeaching every
American president
sinceth~~ndWorld

War. They've all been
either outright war
cI1m1nals or involved in
serious war crimes."
If we are to make
intelUgent and healthy
choices as to the direction we wish this
country to go in, we
_

need to be fully informed about the issues
and their proper placement in respective administration.
Forget the tired
excuse of "National
Security" concerns.
That worn-out phrase
is used to keep the
public in the dark.
Think about the mes
on the Kennedy assassination. It's been 30
years since hiS brain
was exposed and the'
pubUc soo has not been
privy to ~e meso
That upsets and
frustrates me to no end!
Am I wrong (confused?),
but aren't we the government, Of, By and For
the people? It seemsto
me that we have sublet our historical foundations to the mass
media, the corporate
eUte and the self-serving poUticos who, for
the most part, don't give
a damn about the average person on the
street.
That last sentence
has become almost a
cUche of itself. Many
people disregard it as

I

alarmist or pure drivel,
but look at our existence and especially
those oftheThtrdWorld
and tell me if it's the
best we can do.
Well, I think I have
gone far afield from my
original starting point.
I have a nasty habit of
getting sidetracked.
We need to keep
an eye on B111 Clinton
and the NAFfA and
GAITtalks. We need to
demand information
that is important in.
tracking American
policy, both domestic
and foreign. Quite a bit
of information is already available to the
public through alternative journals and
magazines. A little exertion and effort would
open many pairs of
eyes.

But that's Just
what "they" don't want.
"1bey" count on an acquiescent and passive
pubUc. Up until now,
that's what they've
gotten. It's too bad
hundreds ofthousands
of innocent people had
to die in the process.
.•.
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Roger Williallls University
Under New OwnershiR,
Family owned and operated

Immaculate
Carpeted lounge with TV
$1,00 Washers
Valued monthly' prizes with filled punch card
Super HOT dryers
Punch card system
w 10 loads get one free!
t/ Filtered water
t/ New machines
t/ Last wash at eight p,m.
Do all your chores while you do your laundry:
t/ Ocean State Job Lot
t/ Citizen's Bank
t/ Valueland
t/ Fantastic Sam's
t/ Restaurant and bar
t/
t/
t/
t/
t/
t/

Clip This Coupon

1

1

1

:

FREE:

I

I

WASH

i1

i1

I
One coupon per student.
I
I .Good through Novembet 1992 I,
L~

~

--------------1
r.,
~ Clip rhi~ Coupon

SIbs Free
Wash-Dry-Fold
45 cents per Ib
10 Ib minimum

Spend your time studying-

Leave your laundry with us!
We are proud of our work and that means excellent service for you
-Ct

•

i --------------1
~

-or-

-Ct Watchoutforfuturec~upons

•

: Give us a try- :
: Weknow
:
•
•
:
you'll be
:
:
satisfied
:
•
•
• •••••••••••••••••

One coupon·per student
Good through November 1992

L
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Miss X gives advice about problems affecting the
modern college and university student. If you have
problems with your roommate, your teachers, your
parents or anyone and anything else, type it up with your
name and phone number. (Don't wony; we won't print
your name in the paper.) Drop your letters off in the
Messert2er box in the Student Commons, located by the
vending machines downstairs in the Student Union. The
letters must be in by next Monday to appear in the next
issue of The Messen2er.
coulu't talk about.

DearMlas X.

These are all pluue••

I was hesitant

about writing to you.
but I sald to myself,
"What can I lose?"
Well,hereltgoes. This
Is anotherone ofthoee
boy-girl relationships,
but to me,U'. forever
or ..the end."
Myboyfrlendand
I are really 'close.
We've been going our
for two and a half
years. I ,et a lot of
respect from him.
He'. fun to be with.
We .hare a lot of Intere.ts and stlll have
our own cUfl'erenca.
We haTe had
many ar,uments'
disagreements in the
put. but there wasn't
anythin, that we·

But, there'. alao
·one negative upect
that bothers me a lot.
It Is his grada. I try
to tell him to use his
time wisely. "You pay
so much to go here
and you're screwing
up with your grada."
He's only taking four
classa and as far as I
know, he's only
keeping up with one
class, and It's a general ed, course. He'd
rather hang out with
hi. friends In the
evening.
He's not .tupld.
Intact, he'. a wtzwlth
computers. Why Isn't
he trying his mu?
I don't know how
many times I'Te

talked to him about
this and that upsets

me everytlme I talk
about It. Sometlmesl
wish I don't know him
so I don't know his
problems either.
I also know It's
really none of my
business to butt into
his social life. What
should I do? I'mafrald
that one ofthese days,
I'll break up with him
because ofthJs. Please
glTe me some helpflJl
adTice.
-Extremely
Worried

Dear -Extremely
Worried,"
Why he's not "trying his max" canbe due
to a variety of ditIerent
reasons. Has he always

!

I
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gotten bad grades or Is
this a sudden change?
Maybe going away to
school has given him a
new-found freedom
that he is just not disciplined to handle.
Ifthis has been an
on-going problem, he
should look into the
possibility that he may
have a minor learning
problem. The first one
that comes to my mind
is ADD, which impairs
a person's attention
~pan and ability to
concentrate. Many
extraordinarilly intelligent people have this
dtsab1l1ty, don't even
realize it. and end up
being below-average
students due to their
inability to concentrate
while reading, taking

long exams, etc.
I should tell you
that it sounds like you
have a pretty good relationship. U's obviOUS
that you care for your
boy friend a great deal.
Keep in mind hat no
relationship is perfect.
They all have some
problems. Just don't
drive yourself crazy
tryintto solve all of his
problems.
The only thingyou
can do is to tell him
excatly what you told
me and inform him of
. theconsequencesofhis
actions, such as falling
out of school, lOSing
you, etc. After all, U's
up to him to weigh out
his priorities: going out
with hisbuddies to keep
up with his social life or

studying for his exams
to keep up with his
classes (and keep you
sane).
1 recommend that

he get a tutor and try to
catch up on his classes.
Obe semestersnot over
yet!!) You might want
.to suggest spending at
least one night perweek
just studying. The little
rooms on the second
floor of the library are
great. They are just
secluded enough that .
you can talk privately,
but the windows prevent you from becoming
"distracted."
Let's 'face it.
Studying isn't all that
fun. Maybe !fyou did U
together it would be a
bit more bearable for
him.

Pokket a great sandwich
You don't have to keep following
the herd to one of those fast-food
hamburger places.
Come to
D'angelo. And
see what a
difference a
Seafood salad
sub makes. AVegetarian Pokket A
Tuna sub. Or a fresh Greek salad.
-In fact, at D'angelo,
you'll have your
';. choice of dozens
of different
kinds of

submarine sandwiches, Syrian Pokkets and salads. All made with the
freshest ingredients we can find. And
bread we bake ourselves.
--So when you feel
like you've had one
too many burgers,
steer over to D'angelo
instead. And see what a
difference D'angelo makes.

"'au8e/.

WE DI:LIVER
$1.00 Delivery charge for
orders under $7.50
LIMITED DELIVERY

sandwich shops

What a difference D'arrgelo makes.

576 Metacom Avenue
Belltower Plaza
Bristol, RI
(401) 253-8885
Open Sundays noon to nine p.m.
Mon. 'and Tues. 11 a.m. to nine p.m.
Wed. through Sat. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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2 FOR 1
ON ALL POKKETS
Buy any of our fresh, delicious
Pita Pokkets and get another free. *
·yoUpayfor/~hig~rpricedpokht.

One coupon per day please. This oJter is 1101 valid wilh any o/~r
- D'Angelo discounl, deliIIery or promolional offer,
Va rul al OUT Bristol, RllOcalion only, Expues .
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Profile: Lolo Gutierrez, soccer player and more
by Wayne Shulman
Sports Editor

At six years old
when most children
were getting ready to
leave home for first
grade, Lolo Gutierrez
was getting ready to
leave home for good.,
Gutierrez, a native"
of Sevilla, Spain, said
he was in and out of
boarding schools in the
different provinces of
Spain. Gutierrez said he
also spent tJme in Portugal and London before coming to the
United States. He was
14-15 years old while
he was in London.
Gutierrez said he
attended strict boarding schools. At these
schools one of the rules
was that the students
had to have short ha1'r.
G.utierrezkeeps his hair
long due to the fact that
he wasn't able to before.
His first stay before ccxningtoRWUwas
inStonnkim, NY, where
he completedhis senior
year of high school.
Gutierrez said when he
came to the U.S. he
couldn't speakEnglish.
"I came here with
my suitcase, clotheson,
and a twenty in my
pocket." saki Gutierrez.
Gutierrez said
when he landed in New
York City, he didn't
know how to get to his
school. He was looking
ar.ound and asked
people where the train

was but the train he
took brought him a half
an hour away from the
school. He then took a
buswhichbroughthJm
to the bus station." After waiting two hours
atthestation.Gutierrez
saki called the teachers at his schooltocome
get hJm.
Referring to his
English, Gutierrez saki,
"It was tough in the beginning, people would
talk to me and all I
would do is just smile,
it was like smile your
on candid camera, it
was the only thing I
could do because I
couldn't understand
what theywere saying."
Gutierrez is a second year architect student and a member of
the men's soccer team.
He said that one of the
reasons that he came
to RWUwas so he could
play soccer and study
architecture at the
same tJme.
"Even more fInportant than that is
traveling, meeting new
people and experience
new things," said
Gutierrez.
Gutierrez who
went to school in London three years ago,
said he didn't like the
atmosphere there, because it was too sad.
He said he likes an actlve life, but not to go as
far as to say a party.
"I don't like cloudy
days, so it was pretty
much boring for me:

saki Gutierrez.
After lUgh school

.where he played soccer
as well, Gutierrez said
he just planned to
graduate and go back
to Spain to study architecture.
!ben I sawall my
roads open I saw a wide
field in front of me, I
saw college and the
possibility of playing
soccer in college," said
Gutierrez.
Gutierrez said he
remembers playing
soccer since he was
born. He saidhe always
had a soccer ball in his
hands or at his feet.
His father brought hfIn
to soccer games and
bought him cleats and
a unlfonn. The soccer
player that Gutierrez
saki he looks up to is
Van Vassen of Holland
because he is not famous but good.
"Soccer is somethingthathelpsmewith
my studies, something
that makes me sweat
and gets rid of all my
anger: said Gutierrez.
Gutierrez went on
to say that instead of
punching the walls
when he is angry, he
will run around twice
as hard because soccer
clears his mind.
Gutierrez said it is
hard to play soccer and
study architecture at
the same tfIne. He said
he misses practice a lot
and that is a factor to
the team. He said a lot
ofthe kids(on the team)

....","

~
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One of Lolo Gutierrez's favorite soccer players is Hollands Van Vassen ..

afternoon. He said from
one to five the people in
Spain have lunch or a
siesta (sleep) and the
shops close. At five the
businesses reopen and
then close at eight. He
said some business
stayopenpast eight and
it gives Ught to the city.
Gutierrez saidthat
everything he got. he
got on his own, not financially but mentally
and socially. He said
that everything that he
knows has been frona
hiS own experience.
Gutierrez said he is not
a reader and doesn't
read that much.
• I strongly beUeve
that you learn from experience' naore than
books," said Gutierrez.
Gutierrez said the
one thing he misses
about home is the food.
He said the one place

psychologically don't
see h1In at practice and
they get upset, but he
does his best to "show.
"I enjoyed playingsoccer for RWU this
year aild it is a pity for
the seniors who didn't
get to win the finals,"
said Gutierrez.
Gutierrez said ,to
hfIn Sevilla is like Boston, very crowded and
very busy. He said the
thing though that
makes Boston different
from Sevilla is how
people behave at night.
"In Sevilla people
actually go out after
eight, where as in Boston it is pretty empty
after eight , everything
is dark, everything is
dead,"said Gutierrez.
Gutierrez went on
to say that the shops in
Spain open at 8 am and
stay open till one in the

that compares to the
food back home is a
restaurant he has
heard about on Route
One called lbe Spain
Restaurant." He said he
has never been there
because he doesn~
have the tJme nor the
car.
Gutierrez said
jokingly "Taco Bell"
doesn't compare to the
food he knows from
back home.
Gutierrez said
once he gets tired of
American culture or if
things don't work out
here he will go somewhere else. He said he
plans on being here for
the next three years.
As far as being in the
U.S., he said it has
been worth it.
"If I can do what I
did in America, then I
can do it in any other
country."

Women's volleyball" finish with best record since 1985
The Lady Sp1kers plagued by injuries
posted a solid 23-13 throughout her career,
record this season. This but reallycame into her
was the best record in own and had a strong
the sort since the 1985 senior
campaign.
team went 27-8. Sec- Hoffman saw action in
ond-year head coach 22 games this year.
Kay Largess and firstOne of the top allyear assistant Didier around players on the
Bouvet-Marechal got team was junior cothe best out of their captainJessie Barnum
relatlvely young team. (West Hartford, CT).
There were just She had a very strong
two seniors on the season from hermiddle
squad, Terri Welch blocker posttlon. She
(Orford, NH) and earned RWU "Athlete of
Kiersten Hoffman the Week" for her fine
(Elizabethtown," PAl. play during a stretch in
The loss of Welch will late Septennber. She
really hurt cOnsidering led the team in kills
she played in 75 games (159), kills per game
this year from her out- (1.77), blocks (42),
side hitter spot. She block assist (51) and
led the Hawks in attack block average (1.03).
percentage (.183), dJgs
Sophomore San(36) and average dJgs dra Still (Medway,Ma)
per game (0.48). She also had a very strong
was second in service seasonand reallycame
aces (32) and blocks on late in the year. She
(22).
earned RWU "Athlete of
A four-year letter the Week" in late Octowinner, she was ber as she keyed a 6-0

week for the squad.
A pair of freshman had very impressive debut seasons.
Outside hitter Melissa
Duby (Nashua, NH)
earned All-Tournament honors at the
RWU Invitational and
ranked very high in
several statistical cat ~
egories on the team.
Classmate Stephanie
King (Acton, MAl did a
tremendous job as the
.teams setter. The
setters position is such
a vital part of the teams
success and have a
freshman perfonn so
well in that key position was a big plus for
the squad. She also
eamedAll-Toumament
Team recognition at the
RWU Invitational.
Other key perfonners included junIor Rae Jean P9Jca 0'0ledo, OH). Erica
Perteolosi (West Hartford, en and Sheny

Mitchell (Warren, RI). mance in the Rlv1er RWU Invitational,
All three played key College Tournament. bowing to arch-rival
roles of the bench and They averaged an ear- Rhode Island College in
saw spot starting duty lier loss to Colby-Saw- that event. They finyer College with a vic- ished fourth in the
as well.
One of the lUgh- tory in the champion- Rhode Island College
lights ofthe season had ship game. They also Invitational tournato be the team's perfor- flntshed second in the ment.
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Female Athlete of the week(10/27): Sophomore
Sandra Still (Medway. MA). who is an outside hitter on
the volleyball team. She led the team to the championship of the Rivier College Tournament with some
outstanding play.
Male Athlete of the week (10/27): Freshman Craig
Pesce (Poughkeepsie. NY) . Pesce scored the gamewinning goal in overtime as the Hawk hooters reached
the .500 mark with a 4-3 victory over Nichols College.
Pesce also added another tally earlier in the game. the
fIrst goal of his collegiate career.
Male Athlete of the week(11/3): Freshman skipper.
Dave Lambie (West Windsor.NJ) is this week's Male
Athlete of the Week for his effort in the RWU Reg~tta.
Female Athlete of the week((11/3): Seniors Laurie
Ottoson (Avon.Cf) and Stephanie Dardanello (West
Caldwell. NJ). They both captured conference singles'
titles. leading the netwomen to a strong second place
fInish in the confer~nce championships.

Fay. Patch named Ice Hockey Captains
~.

.n.

Head meri's ice HOCKey coach DOn AtID'stTobg'
has announced that seniors Will Fay from Guilford.
NH. andTod Patch ofTopsfield. MA, have been named
co-captains for the 1992-9;3. Patch has 24 career
points. including seven goals; Patch received the
teams "Seventh Player Award" last season at the
annual Athletic Department Banquet. He is a Dean's
List student majoring in History.
-Fay is an outstanding defensive forward who
has regularly played on the team's-penalty killing
unit. A veteran of 54 games. he has managed to find
the back ofthe net on four oce asions and hopes to add
more scoring to his strong defensive skills this season. A Dean's List student. majoring in Business
Management. he was a~arded the team's "Unsung
Hero Award" at the athletic banquet last spring.
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CULTURAL ELITE:

Fear, Loathing and Thai Roast Duck in Chicago
by Peter Milan
Unabashed Hunter
Thompson Rip Ott Arllst
Jim Har1 Worshipper
and Astrologer to the
Stars

DAY ONE: sarah
E.• photographerto the
stars and a blonde for
all seasons. keep 'us
waiting In th~ ever so
plush RWU ltmo/van.
We strap ourselves In
and whisk off to Providence. where we check
In at Green Airport...
..Ayounggtrlasks
us ifwe think the world
is going to end. I spend
the remaining time
waiting for the plane
wondering whether
she's right or not. We
board a Boeing 727 on
UnitedAtrltnes. I'm one
heavy white knuckIer.
My eyes rematn rooted
to the view out of my
window seat. I'm seated
rtghtnexttotheengtne.
and I can't hear a
damned thing...
...We land at 0'
Hare Airport. In beauttful downtown Chicago. We left at 4:00. it
was a two hour fl1ght.
we land at 5:00. Time
zones. Whoa. We grab
our bags and hook a
thirteen dollar bus to
our hotel. crammed In
between some guy
who's nuin1ng In the
New York Marathon
(apparently he had no
ideahe was Inthe wrong
city) and a very lovely
physical therapist...
...We check In at
the Hyatt Regency.
which Is so damn big. I
mean it's big. It's so big.
Big big big. BuuUutg.
Yep. Big. I get a room In
the East Tower. There's
a minibar. but my
roommate and I don't
bother to open it...
...We all meet up
In the room of ChuckS.
(the ad man. the receipt dude. the soul
brothal1kenootha)and
Wayne S. (no relation).
and after watching
about a half hour of a
bad Thomas Chong
movie (Cheech. come
home. all Is fOrgiven).
we go out to get some
grub...
...Weendupatthe
rock 'n roll McDonalds.
This ts a Mickey D.'s
with a ftftles attitude as
well as McPizza.Rtght
across the street from
the Hard Rock Cafe.
After we eat. we spend
some time watching
Sarah E. (Trekkie
Queen)
demoltsh
Kltngons on a StarTrek
pinball machine whtle
some 11ttle kid begs for

us to let htm play....
...The mirrors In
the Hyatt are too
damned low.
DAY TWO:After
getting hosed for some
scrambled eggs and
sausage. I break from
the group and explore
Chicago. I spend way
too much ttme In FAO
Schwarz. the world's
bJggesttoystore. It was
around the time I
started hunting the
.wind-up toys with a
Nerfbowandarrowthat
I real1ied I was a grown
man ~ needed to get
out of this store before
it overwhelmed me...
... Chicago has
some kind of fixation·
with revolving doors. If
we went Into a single
building without revolving doors. I sure as
hell don't remember it.
Even the McDonalds I
went to has revolving
doors. Maybe that's
why I got sick; dJ7ztness. (More on this
later.) I spin around
anyway...
...Ch1cago also has
very beautiful malls.
except they're called
"shopping centers"
thereabouts. They are
these eight-levelled
monstrosities with
marble and glass elevators and escalators
of doom. but for some
reason. no pizza that
nonnal human beings
can afford...
.. .I visit the Museum of Cartoon Art.
The place Is an alcove
In a row of butldtngs.
but they've gotmondo
antmation cels. I get
some pictures...
...I visit N1ketown.
Imagine Disneyland
crossed with a shoe
store and you've got a
rough idea of what
Niketown looks like.
Five flo~rs of shoe
leather. posters. Tshirts. displays and
Michael Jordan worship.1blstownhasthe
schwtngs for Michael
Jordan In the worst
way...
...W8Iktng home. I
see an Afrtcan-Amertcan gentleman matching his path with mine.
' I try to dodge. but he
keeps with me. As we
pass by one another. I
see that he Is holding a
plastic penis in his,
hand. He says "Real
horny" and walks onward...
.. .I visit "Here's
Chicago." a tourist trap
with lots of brochures....
...HOLD IT! GO
BACK TWO PARAGRAPHSII DO YOU

BELIEyE THIS?!? by pluggtng In the. vidTIiATS ABSOLUTELY eotapeandobeytng''the
lRUE. TOO! WHATS Gamekeeper's" deTIiISWORLDCOMING mands. The GameTOO?!?..
keeper is this long...I head down to hatred dude with a bad
the ballroom of the ho- German accent who
tel. take a seat next to says ''YOU WIlL OBEY
~ cronies. and ltsten MEl! OR YOU WIlL BE
to a lecture. Jtm Davis. PUNISHED!!! I'D UKE
the writer/artist of TO PUNISH YOU
Garfield. raps about NOW!!"There'salMng
drawing the fat cat for advertisement
for
fifteenyears.lalsolearn decafilnated coffee...
that Jtm Davis used to
..~lgoouttntoChibe donnmates with Townagaln:Whattsthe
David
Letterman. deal with McDonald's
Doodoodoodoo...
that they can't serve
...I learn that the fries before eleven 0'
next nJght. there will be clock?..
a press screening of
...Hadda be the
lkam Stoker's Dracula. duck...
Also. the screenwriter.
...I go to a lecture
Jtm Hart. will give a and learn all about the
press conference. I wonderful world of 11swear with God as my bel. In case any of you
witness that! will get a have forgotten about
ticket...
Chris Z.(the man who
...We all go out to would be
Garth
eat and end up at a Brooks)'s column last
Th~ ·restaurant. I or- year. allow me to deder the Thai Roast briefyou. If (and this is
Duck.slnceitlooksltke just an if) I said that
the onlythingthatwon't Malcolm Forbes enjoys
burn through my spanking poodles. that,
tongue...
would be 11bel. Ifl said
...We walk home that Malcolm Forbes
from·dtnner and I don't was a nude dancer and
feel well...
had pictures. that
...The world-fa-· would be news...
mous comedy troupe
...So there I amm
the Second City per- my room. moantng In
forms for us in the pain over the agony In
grandballroom.They're mystomach.wattingfor
four guys and two everyone else to show
women who are funny up so we can leave.
as hell. (Unfortunately. thinking. it was that
I never got to the Sec- $&96·tn'duck...
ond City club: more on
...We go to eat
this later.) They do some Chicago Pizza. I
about two and a half manage to eat one bite
hours of great stuff...
before my stomach
...Brtef polttical watlsln protest. I ask
announcement:HE·'S my cronies to wrap up
Otm! HAHAHHAHA!I! a couple of pieces for
NO MORE BUSH!! NO me and cruise offto the
MORE QUAYLE!! A- theater...
LOHA, Mt.miAS!!...
...Lots of people
DAY THREE:I show up for the Drac.
wake up at six o'clock. This is Halloween
My roomie. Paul B. weekend. after all. and
(whom I have not what better ttme to get
mentionedbefore).has thebodtlywastescared
not returned in the out of you. The first
night.Ab. so what. I've thinglnottceaboutthis
got tickets to grab. I bad boy is that it Is
book down to Dunkin' fraggln' loud; it sOunds
Donuts and grab a ltke apatr ofWallanan
couple of Boston headphones stuck on
cremes...
ten. Also. 'i~ 'looks
...Itakeaseatnext strange as hell. alto the registration desk though this may just
and watt. It takes about be the duck doing
an hour for me to get a strange things to the
ticket to the seven rest of my body...
o'clock show...
...At the end ofthe
...Man. I feel ltke movie. the screenhell. I figure it's got to writer. Jim Hart. comes
be the duck. The duck's out to answer questhe only thtng I thtnkof tions. Excellent. I'm a
that makes me nau- screenwriter (un-proseous...
duced. natch) and I
...I go to a Night- wanna be just ltke this
mare promotional re- guy when I grow up. He
ception. For those of wrote Hook as well as
you not In the know. Drac. and his next
Nightmare is a video project is gonna be
board game. You pl~ Frankenstein. Better

yet. Kenneth Branagh
Is going to produce and
star. Iworship Kenneth
Branagh and Ihave ever
since he did the greatest movie In the history
of history itself. Dead
Agaln....

...Hart also lets us
into the making of
Hook. and how apparentlyagooddealofhts
scrtpt was changed.
Uke he should complain...
...Myfavorttestory
from the press conference: Jtm Hart & famtly
are on the set when
Francis Ford Coppola
summons him. When
Hart gets there.
Coppola is sitting between Winona Ryder
and Gary Oldman.
Coppola say 'We have a
problem." Hart says
'What is it?" Coppola
says "Gary wants to put
an's' at the end of one
of your words." Thts.
boys and girls. Is what
every screenwriter
dreams of. To have a
megalomaniacal luna-·
tic ltke Francis Ford
Coppola so enamored
of your script that he
ltterallywillnotchange
a word of it...
... Igoto bed stek...
DAYFOUR:I wake
up stcker...
...There's not a
chance In hell I'm getting out of bed today.
No way. no how. The
duck has stomped me
flat. (I'm sure having
Chtll Wayne S. call me
at 2 a.m. to ask me if
Daddy Mack Paul B.
was there didn't help
either.) I lay In bed and
watchcartoonsformost
of the momtng. The xMen seem so much
more profound when
you're watching them
an hour early...
...Hey! Maybe this
sickness Is just a really
badcaseofjetlaglThat
took effect two days
after I got here! That
doesn't show the normal symptoms of jet
lag!...
...There's a local
station In Chicago that
shows nothing but old
sitcoms all day. I actually sit through a
Batman two -parter
about King Tut. Hey.
Batgtrl was, on it...
... If you think
tnfomeretals are bad.
try ·watchtng them In
Spanish. No 11e. I end
up grooving on a
Spanish juteer commercia!. The way it
wooshesandsmooshes
transtlxesme.Forafew
dangerousseconds. the
phone Is In my hand
and I start to dial.

Thank God for the remote control...
.. .I watch two episodes of Family 1Yes. I
never noticed what a
capable actor Michael
J. Fox is...
...I actually manage to get up. stumble
downstatrs. buy two
Strawberry Sunktsts.
and get backInto bed...
...My room's on
the 32nd floor. What a
great view I have...
.. .I never noticed
what a capable actor
Bob Denver is...
.. .Arsenic and Old
~ comes on1V. Cool.
It's a righteous old
movie starring Cary
Grant. about these two
old ladies who poison
people for fun. Rent it
somettme. It'sgood. Go
ahead. renttt. I'll watt...
.. After all these
ads I've been seeing.
Ross Perot ts starting
to look good...
... Saturday Night
Live comes on. and
suddenly. Ross Perot
looks the same again...
DAY FIVE:I wake
upjust In ttme to check
out. I feel better. aside
fromcontlnuednausea
everyttmeIthtnkabout
the duck. I grab a
couple of Strawberry
Sunktsts and board a
bus back to the atrport...
...We pass by the
Cabrtnt Green housing
project. Forthoseofyou
notlntheknow.Cabrtnt
Green is where a good
deal of children have
been slain in gang
warfare. It's also the
setting for the recent
bad horror flick.
Candyman. but that's
being dismissed as
chance...
...First our plane
Is delayed...
...Thenthegate it's
arrtvtng at Is moved...
...Then the wind
picks up...
...Then the plane
Is delayed...
... Monotonous.
Isn't it? ..
...While I'm waittng to get on the plane.
I hear two songs from a
distant radio: "HJghway
to Hell" and "P.aradtse
City"...
...We Onallyget on
the plane. Weevenhave
headphones this ttme.
Cool...
... Dinner
is
served. Everything
you've heard Is true...
...We arrive in
Providence at around
9:30. and arrive back
at RWU an hour after
that. So much for the
longest "Cultural E11te"
In history...
.,
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Coppola rebounds with Srarn Stoker's Dracula
by Peter Milan
Entertainment Editor

Last year at this
same time. Martin
Scorsese (America's
greatest director and
auteur) released ~
fJ:a[. It qUickly became
his bJggest commercial
hit and reaffirmed in a
Hollywood that had almost written him off
dUring the eighties.
when he was doing stuff
like~li.w.WZandlM

,

I&.s1 Temptation gI
Christ. which. while
being good movies.
didn't exactly light the
box office on fire.
Obviously. Francis Ford Coppola. who
is in much the same
boat (remember .Qm::.
~.Qf &2ne.? Neither
does anyone else). was
inspired by Scorsese's
example. since his new
one is a big. big. big
retelling of the Dracula
legend: IU:am Stoker's
Dracula.
This one stars
Gary Oldman as Vlad
Dracula. As the movie
begins. the Dracster is
a knight ofthe church.
defending the church
against an army of
maraudingTurks. Bid. ding his wife. Elizabetta
(Winona Ryder). goodbye. Dracula rides into
battle.

Naturally. Drac
w1ns. but when he re-

turns. he learns that
the Turks fired a message into the castle
claiming that he was
dead. and his wife.'
upon reading selfsame
message. took a header
into the river. Having
been through all this.
and then being informed by the church
that his wife cannot be
given holy burial. Drac
is understandably upset. He renounces God
and vows to serve
darkness forevermore.
Cut to about four
hundred years later.
Jonathan
Harker
(Keanu Reeves) is sent
to Transylvania to
handle the accounts of
the . aged
Count
Dracula. who is moving to England. Harker
bids farewell to his
fiancee. Mina ·(also
portrayed by Winona
Ryder) and heads to the
frozen North.
Dracula. now old.
wastes no time subdu.,
ing Har}ter. along with
the help of three vampire brides. and heading off for England.
Mina stays with
her friend Lucy (newcomer Sadie Frost). who
is currently being romanced by three men:
Arthur. an English

dandy (Cary Elwes),
Jack-Seward. a mor-'
phine-addicted doctor
(RichardE. Grant). and
QUincey Morris. an
American cowboy (Bill
Campbell). However.
'soon there's another
man in Mina's life as
well: Prince Vlad.lately
arrived from the frozen
North.
While romancing
Mina in his youthful
form. Dracula is sucking the blpod ,of Lucy
and .dealing with his
mad assistant. Renfield
(Tom Waits). Seward is
stymied by Lucy's condition.and sends for his
mentor. Doctor Abraham Van Helsing
(Anthony Hopkins).
Van Helsing concludes
that there's only one
being that could have
made these marks: a
vampire. (Thanks for
the clue. Abe.)
Meanwhile. back
at the castle. Harker
has been practically
sucked dry bythe three
vampire brides (shame
on you for what you're
thinking). but manages
to escape and get to a
nearby convent. He
sends word to Mina to
come join him. where
they are married. Mma
bids goodbye to
Dracula. who. being
more than a little up-

"Look into my eyes..." Dracula (Gary Oldman) has Mina Murray
(Winona Ryder) in his hypnotic power in this scene from Beam Stoker's
Dracula, a,Columbia Pictures release. The film was directed by Francis
Ford Coppola and also stars Anthony Hopkins, Keanu Reeves, Richard
E. Grant. Cary Elwes, Bill Campbell. Sadie Frost and Tom Waits.
set. goes on a killing
spree.
When everyone is
backwheretheybelong.
Van Helsing leads a
siege on Dracula's
home. a siege than soon
leads to the heart of
Transylvania itself...
No doubt about it:
IU:am Stoker's Dracula
is some of Coppola's
strongest worki;&years.
You can see many
touches ofhis own previous films here and

there (qUite a bit is
SWiped from his
Apoca1ypse l:im!). but
there's no mistaking the
brilliance in his work.
Whether going for sick
laughs or chills (the
killing of a vampire
bride) or just plain bizarreness (any scene
involVing Renfield).
Coppola .does some
bl1llJant stuff here-.
Also. something
must be said about the
screenwriter. J:ames V.

Hart. Hart. whose previous ~rience was
lIwlk. has crafted I a
script that is absolutely
faithful to the original
novel. without seeming
antiquated. Add thatin
with the great (if completely btzzare) performances (especiallythat
of Oldman and Ryder).
and 1lI.iJm Stoker's
Dracula has the makings of another ~
fJ:a[.,
Grade: A-.

The chance to hear writers speak their own words
by ChriS Zammarelll
Managing Editor

I am a writer.
I've been doing
joumalismforthepast .
year and a half. but that
is not exactly the writing I prefer to do. My
column. I guess. leans
more in the,4Jrectton
that I want totake.
lhavewrittenafcw
fiction pieces. most
fiercely persoilaJ.. An- ~
other piece Is ftctlon.
but Is based heavily on
a friend of mine. And
one more piece Is based
solely on my twisted
little tmagtnatton.
However.mywork
hasn'treallybeenread
by many. My friend
readthestorybasedon
her. ,Pete. the entertainment editor. has
readoneofmypersonal
pieces. And my pure
8cUon piece. a slapsUck
comedy involving God
and satan and an evil
being named Mike that

I wrote when I was in
hJgh school. was read
by a couple of my high
school friends.
• Thus.
when
Debbie Malew1ck1. one
of the editors of &de:

baDw. RWt!'s literary work of another lady submit one of them to
magazine.invitedmeto named Meredith. who
a student reading. I explained that she
jumped at the chance. wrote whenever inspi. I and seven other ration struck her.
students read their Thus. the first poem she
wO~infrontofagood- read. "In The Mood."
stzed group ofstudents. was written in her copy
aswellasapersonwho of James Joyce's
I believe was Martha U1yssees.
Christina.
(Sorry:.
(In the past I have
Martha. I've never met alwa)rs<;onftnedmyself
you before. so I'm not towritingonlywhenI'm
surewhat you look like.) stttinginfrontofaword
I was particularly processor orcomputer.
entranced by the poems thus handicapping
ofa lady named Debbie. ideas that come to me
(Not Debbie Malewicki, when I'm not paying
whomerelyopenedand attention to my history
closed the evening's teacher.)
actMties.) Her poems
I don't want to
were very surreal. yet sound like I'm sUghting
very much based in Diana:Jeff. Katelin (slc.
reality.
I think). Shannon ~d
She read this one the ftrstladywho didn't
poem. caDed"Dreams say her name by not
From The' Public going into detaU oftheir
BroadcastJng8erv1ceIn wrtttng. Itwasallgood.
My Head." that was but due to space conamustng and unique. straints that I unfortuyet. desPite the surre- nately had to set, Imust
alistic touches•. re- continue. Someday I'd
minded me ofl'my own love'to have the oppormind. a sort of Seasame tUnity to drink coffee at
Street of the damned. a beach after taking a
with constant reruns of journey through your
MontyPythonandBlack mind's '·capivity.· For
Adder and all those now. I move on.
I
other acid-tongued
I read two works.
British comedies.
They were both.well reI also enjoyed the ceived (I was asked to

has written various
Aldebaran). One piece collections of his work.
I. read was called including 11le Puppet
"Crown 'Of Thorns." a Theatre. Water and
groupingofparagraphs Power and Circus Dethat didn't tell a story. luxe.
but gave images into
The best way to
the mind of the char- describeBoyd'sworkis
acter speakfilg (which. Dali-on-paper. Surreto those who were alistic is not strong
wondering. was me). I enough a word to deneverknewwhattocall 'scribethestoryofaman
this.
who took his nose out
.
for a walk and met a
' Until the night I.' lady with only one leg.
saw Greg Boyd read and they fell in what
someofhiswork. Boyd they would not call love
writes poems. short and became the life of
stories and something the party.
he refered to as "prose
One prose poem
poetry." That would be he wrote was called
the technJcal name for "Lust."and described a
"Crown of Thorns." Ifl TIm Allen-like love for
was a creative writing such garden tools as
!J1ajor.lprobablywould rakes and ,shovels.
have known that:
He also read a
,
.Boyd -started his· story about, Tonto.
own publishing house. many years after the
Asylum Arts Press. and death of the ,Lone

Don's

Ranger. It was funny
and traglcat the same
time. describing the
masked man's last
night on earth. and
Tonto's confusionwhen
he thinks he sees
Kemosabe's daughter.
Aldebaran
is
planning
another
reading around December 8 or 9. The
Creative Writing department will have
morewiiters read their
wotk throughout the
year. I strongly suggest attendance to
these. because' these
events can help stimulate an interest in the
works of other people.
including fellow peers
at'RWU.
They may also
stimulate your own
ideas. To hell with the
computer; hand me my
history book.

.,~

ArtShop~
E.

Art and drafting ~upplies

We accept
VISA and
MASTERCARD

Open: Monday through Friday 9 to 6
10% discount to
Saturday 9-5
an facuItY and
students of RWU 543 Main Street, Warren, RI 245-4583
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THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
Might Be Giants tookto
the stage.
Copy Editor
Although on their
recordings. They Might
Last Saturday. Be Giants consists of
students at RWU were singer/accordionist/
treated to the first ma- jack of all trades John
jorconcertsince 10.000 Linnell and singer/
Maniacs played on guitarist
John
campusdurtngtheFall Flansburgh.
they
1990 semester when ,broughtafullbandwith
Campus' Entertain;- them that featured the
ment Network's Con- likes of Tony Maimone
cert/Major events ofPere Ubu/Bob Mould
Committee presented .. fame on bass.
They Might Be Giants.
The band was
touring in support of greeted by an anxious
theirlatest etrort~ crowd who let them
lB. along with special know that they were
guestsJohnathanGreg ready to be entertained.
and The Lonesome After a brief introducDebonaiI'&toaboutfour tlon," the band catahundred people in the pulted into their most
Paolino Recreation recent single -ne Guitar.Center.
The Lonesome
From there. they
Debonairs. from the wasted no time getting'
five or sJx songs I heard. into the -hits- otrtheir
were a band thatlacked previous three offercharacter and original- ings: EWwl. Lincoln.
ity. They looked as if and 1987's self titled
theyweregotngthrough album.
a choreographed set.
Songs such as
ending with a plug for -Ana Ng- and -rhe
the crowd to -check out Statue Got Me High-got
theirriewCDonThayer the audience into the
St.spirttoftheshow. There
After a short wait. was even a friendly pit
dUring which I eyed the throughout the show.
$15 t-shirts inthe lobby
Also pleasing was
that escaped my colle- the band's decision to
giate budget. They play some of the more
by Sean LeWIS

obscure cuts from their
records such as -Hideaway Folk Family.-Narrow Your ,Eyes.and'ToddlerHighway.The one complaint
I had was that the group
neglected to play'much
of Uncoln. choosing to
play only four out ofthe
eighteen tracks on it
and neglecting the entire second side. This
caused the notable absence of songs like
-ney11 Need A Craneand -Snowball In Hell.They made up for
this neglect. however.
in the form of an audience participation segment dUring entitled
-Brooklyn Car Alarm.dUring which everyone
under two hundred
pounds were the car
alarms and everyone
over two hundred
pounds were the owners. who got to yell
-Hey. get away from
mycar.The show ended
after almost two hours
of music from They
Might Be Giants. who
ended their set with an
instrumental cover of
Edgar Winter's -Frankenstein: It was a show
worth seeing. if for the
encore alone.

rg.-'s":

-... A·-HappyplyJOUTJ
ey#m-,lUee~"'·_''''''_·-''''''''~~ne 'tTi·t·n'~
a family (mother. least in this c·ase.
by ChriS Zammarelll
Managing Editor

Before I begin. I
want to apolQgiZe to the
cast and crew of the
play Bca CarnatiOns.
the second play on last
friday's double bill. I
was unable to stay for
the performance due to
prior commitment.
However. if it was as
good as the performance of Thornton
Wilder's :Ihc Happy
Journey. then 1m sorry
I missed it.
I admit the main
reason why I went to
see the play was because two ofmyfrtends
acted in it. After sitting
through the shot:! (I'd
say a half-hour tops)
play. I regret not going
to the PerfOrming Arts
Center more often.
For those who
have never s,een a
Wilder playbefore. such
as Qm: Im¥n. a little
explanation is necessary. There is a bare
minimum of props to
be used by the cast.
The stage is empty. and
the actresses and actors simply pretend the
props are there. For
l1ls:HappyJoumey. the
only props were a small
bed and four chairs.
The story is sim-

father. daughter. son)
on their way to visit the
oldest sister. The
sister's baby died soon
afterbirtli. but only the
parents mow this. All
the kids know is that
their sister Beulah has
been in the hospital.
The play centers
around the drive from
their hometowtl to the
town where Beuleh
ltves. On the way. they
stop for hot dogs and
get gas for the car.
The focus of the
play is on the mother.
Kate. played.by Karen
McCaffrey: Her views
on life are revealed as
she talks to her husband Elmer (Obadiah
Kelly) and her children.
Caroline (Elaina A.
Figliola) and Arthur
(Matthew TlJpper).
This is not one of
your frilly. glOriOusly
staged action-packed
box-office smashes; It
is a simple story of a
.simple family simply
drtving to visit their kin.
It is a Wildertrademark.
takingtheordinaryand
profWng it.
Another Wilder
trademark is having a
Stage Manager. Forkey.
play all supporting
roles. from the family's
neighbors to the gas
station attendent to. at

Beulah herself.
Figliola and Tupper bickered well. I'm
guessmgtheypracticed
their sibling rivalry on
their own siblings before bringing it to the
stage. The only problem I had was the fact
that Tupper towered
oVer everyone. making
it hard to believe he was
around 12 years old.
Kelly was a good
choice for the role of
Elmer., He played up
the fifties-era father
from sweater to manneI1sms.lex:pectedhim
to light up a pipe. put
on his slippers and ask
one of the kids to get
him his newspaper.
McCaffrey did a
greatjobas,themother.
As with the otherroles.
hers was made in her
mannerisms.- Sl1e had
the wor:r.ied:mother
traits dOWQ._pat,
.FJgliola ·later told
me the 10 p.m. performance of the play was
better than the eight
p.m. one I attended. I
find that hard to believe. because Ithought
they all did great job.
The next perfor-'
mance at the "Bam"will
be ~ 2f 1ht lkaI1.
starting this Friday.
and running until Nov.
21.

a

,
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'l.J.nique Con.sienmentSfwp

4 Franklin Street
Bristol, RI 02809
(401) 253-3310

Keep "warm" this season with great prices on our
"New-To-You" Men's and Women's winter wear.
Select from a wide variety of quality:

* Parkas
*Car coatS
* ''Label'' Dress Coats
* Leather Jackets and
coats
.
** and
Blazers
much more!! ~

We also' feature new "hand knit" and "gently worn"
swea.tel'S to match up with:

,

** Skirts
**Jeans.
Corduroys
and much more!!

Stop {nsoon ant/get rea4y
for tfwse coU
,
9{f.w 'Engfarul days' ahead.
9{f.w consignments daily!!
Let us lielp you stretcli
your dotliing $$$$!!
We are open Monday tlirougli Saturday,
10 a,rn. to 5 p.rn.
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ends day raking up leaves for RI Veterans
by Bradley Portnoy
ContnbulJng Wnter

,

Photo courtesy of Brad Portnoy

TEP brothers Thomas Pugliese and
Jeff Threlfall help rake leaves
at the Rhode Island Vetern's Home

On an. early Saturday morning one
doesn't expect to see
too many people up and
runntng around. espectally not at 9:00 AM.
However. on Saturday.
OCtober 24. thirteen
members of Tau Epsilon Phi fraterntty
awakened' early to do
some community service.
We acbntt. it was

rough to wake up so deners to keep the vast the day. we were inearly. yet we were look- fields ofgreens tended. vited to eat lunch with
ing forward to the day That's where Phi Tau the nurses and pattents
as if one would lookfor- Chapter ofTEP Frater- of the Veterans Home.
ward to a day at the nity stepped tn.
While we enjoyed and
beach. Tau Epsilon Phi
Italian dinner. we
Fraterntty headed over
Doesraktngleaves talked among the
to the Rhode Island all day long sound ltke people and made new
Veterans Home to fun? No! But. a funny friends.
spend a day raking thtngabouttt. we hada
Around mid-afleaves.
great time. Through all ternoon we were done
Because of State the hard work. we with our day of comand Federal reductton managed to have fun munity service. While'
of financing to retire- and we also felt good RoY. Veteran's Home
ment homes across the knowing that what we • enjoyed their new
country.
the R.I. were doing was helpful beautiful scenery. we
Veteran's Home could to the veterans.
left with a new sense of
not afford to hire garHalf way through pride and goodwtll.
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COLLEGE MIXER NIGHT

As defined, a shackle is something that confines: that

which prevents free action. A shackle hinders, impedes and
cumbers another.' We could also say that prejudice and closemindedness is a shackle. As a matter of fact, anything that
allows another to be imprisoned in mind, thought or deeds a
shackle.
As you have read and seen, these shackles have been
placed upon a free people in Bosnia. We are hearing once again
of concentration camps, torturing, raping and starvation of
other human beings. Could it be that once again people have
decided to shackle, to confine, another group of people? Have
we not had enough of concentration camps, of ethnic purification, of prejudice, of trying to confine others because they
see or believe differently?
That same type of attitude can also exist here. at RWU.
Wi~ reports of anti-Semetic language or comments being
made in classrooms, or a word spoken in the corridor of a
donn, we attempt to place shackles on others. By our words,
we attempt to confine people based on religion, ethnic background, sexual preference, gender, age or academic ability.
The RWU Spiritual Committee has been privy to information that these attitudes may exist on our campus. As a group
that has always respected the diversity of the community that
is gathered here on this campus, we condemn any and all
words that shackle the freedom of any individual, be it in the
donn, the classroom, or in the community. We call for this
community to respond in a positive way to unleash the
shackles that exist among us.
The RWU community might examine its attitudes in this
area and be sure that we do not recreate a Bosnia-type
experience on our campus.

. Now carrying TROPICAL FISH
plus a full supply of accessories and food

PET FOODS PLUS

At The

390 Metacom Avenue
. across the street
from the police station

SKATING CENTER

Every Friday Evening from 7:30 - 10:00 P.M.,

'. 25 0/0' off purchases
of fish &. fish ~upplies

Admission: $4.00 • Skate Rentals: $1.00
Bring Your College 1.0. and Receive $1.00 Off Admission/

4 David Drown Blvd. • Fairhaven, MA 02719
1-508-996-4828 or 1-800-870-4828
Also Available For:
SKATING CLASSES 0 GROUP OR PRIVATE PARTIES
BIRTHDAY PARTIES ~ FUNDRAISERS 0 SCOUT PROGRAMS

75' X 180' Rock Maple Skating Surface

I
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What 1M. _

ATTENTION SENIORS!

Staff Listens To!

Each week. The Refrldgerator provides readers with a list of what
~ Messenger stoff listens to' when they create the joumolistic
endeavor that is influencing your mind In evil and foul ways
os we speak. So read on and find out...

Next month, the Invitations for the senior Parent Dinner
Dance will be sent out to your parents. They win be
mailed to your p'rmanent address. U, for any reason,
your address has changed or you would like to Include
additional addresses, PLEASE fill out the form below and
return It to Kathy catalan's office. Her office Is located in
the Student Union between Dining services and the
Bayroom. The deadline for address changes or additions
Is December 4, 1992.

What Copy Editor sean Lewis Listens To!
Tar - "Teetering" 7"
Superchunk - "Mower" 7"
Pitchblende - Weed Slam"
Sprinkler - ioMore Boy, Less Friend"
Lemonheads - "Uck"
Drive Uke Jehu
Husker Du - "Candy Apple Grey"
Nomeansno - Wrong"
91.1 WSMU

Chanes Mingus Tribute
Black Flag - "My War"
Mercury Rev
AII- "Percolator"
Stereo Lab
Fugazi
Babes In Toyland
Jesus Lizard - "Uar"
Treepeople

Jawbox - "Novelty": It's scary how much I like this record. I
play it over and over and it just gets better. You can't ask
for much more in a band. Definitely my favorite.
Helmet - "Strap It On": This one was out of print for a while,
but its back. These guys are like a machine. They find a
groove, lock in and beat it to death. Very nice for late
night layout sessions.
Sonic Youth - "Daydream Nation": Sure, MN and WBRU
love them now, but where were they when this came
out? O.K., I admit it. I didn't get into Sonic Youth until
\"'""Sister", but this one is the comerstone of their careers. . /)

Name:
-----------------_
Address:
10 Number:

---------------

Please Check One:
Change of Address
Additional Address
L...-
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Presents:

Mary Ann ackson
"Starting Your Own Business."
The president and founder of My Own Meals, Inc.
(MOM), Mary Ann Jackson decided to become an entrepreneur in 1986. Having lost year job as a strategic
planner due to a leveraged buyout of Beatrice Foods,
Ms. Jackson parlayed her corporate knowledge, along
with her concern over the fruitless search for additivefree meals for her daughter, into her own business. My
Own M~als, Inc., which produces nutritious,
microwaveable and boilable meals for children ages 2
through 8, had a total sales in excess of $2.6 millio~ by
1989, and has sold two private stock offerings.
'

Begins- at 8:30pm

Wednesday, November 18th
Sponsered by the School
of Business
.

Direct any questions to, Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary and Student Activities
254-3153 .

